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A wicked, no-strings one-night stand turns unexpectedly complicated when three lonely hearts collide...

Camille sacrificed romance for success long ago. Now that the lingerie company she and her best friend built
is hugely successful, she has a few regrets. Wanting to let down her hair and explore the possibilities, she
agrees to meet a man at a bar for drinks only to wind up needing help when she rebuffs his sexual overtures.

Jake and Daniel are two firefighters hitting the bar for a quick drink after a long shift when they see a classy
beauty fending off an overzealous boyfriend. With a flex of biceps, they chase him off then settle in to
seduce the lovely woman whose eyes reflect a hunger they understand all too well. What starts as a simple,
pleasurable one-night stand, quickly burns up the sheets. While Jake knows he can't let Camille crush their
relationship because of age differences, Daniel still thinks he can walk--until he gets a whiff of Camille's best
friend Lacey.

Suddenly three isn't enough.

Reader Advisory: Burning up the sheets is putting it mildly! Inhibitions are out the door with scenes of m/f/m,
m/f/m/f, f/f and m/m.
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From reader reviews:

Eric Johnson:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray a person, why because this Raw Silk reserve written by well-known
writer who knows well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who also read the book.
Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and composing skill only for eliminate your
hunger then you still uncertainty Raw Silk as good book not only by the cover but also through the content.
This is one e-book that can break don't determine book by its deal with, so do you still needing one more
sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already told you so why you
have to listening to an additional sixth sense.

Rolanda Parker:

You may spend your free time to study this book this publication. This Raw Silk is simple bringing you can
read it in the recreation area, in the beach, train along with soon. If you did not possess much space to bring
typically the printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save
the particular book in your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this
book.

Michael Marx:

Is it an individual who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day through watching television
programs or just laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This Raw Silk can be the solution, oh how
comes? The new book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your free time by reading in this
brand-new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Richard Taylor:

That book can make you to feel relax. That book Raw Silk was multi-colored and of course has pictures on
the website. As we know that book Raw Silk has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until young adults.
For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on
there. Therefore not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and loosen
up. Try to choose the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading which.
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